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Lucie visits the laundry of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle, a hedgehog, and finds her lost handkerchiefs.
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Kison
The Tale of Mrs. Tiggly-Winkle by author Beatrix Potter is one of the stories written by Ms. Potter.
Her stories are even better with illustrations. Sadly, the illustrations are missing in the 1905 version
published for the Kindle and other tablets.
You will find her delightful writing making her book a good choice for bedtime stories. The Tale of
Mrs. Tiggly-Winkle does mention some of the other characters found in Potter's books. You will find
mention of Squirrel Nutkin, Benjamin Bunny and Peter Rabbit in her charming story.
Recommend as a bedtime story for children of all ages.

Penmouse
Kriau
The captivating characters and wonderful picture Potter created were enough to capture youngsters'
imaginations; I appreciated the wondrous craftsmanship shown in these stories. They engaged
without exciting - perfect for bedtime!
I put this on my Kindle so it would be there anytime I was around the wee ones. Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle
was one of my (now grown) son's favorites of the Beatrix Potter series. The gentle creature
character, personified in the simple bustle of life, is endearing. Her tales enable an imagination to
soar.
betelgeuze
I have loved and cherished Beatrix Potter since my very early ages. Books got to us handed down
and through bazaars and church stands as we live in Brasil. I always remember having these little
books in my house. That in 1960! So, yes, it is a must in any library. Kindle also!
Rivik
It's a classic! You can never go wrong with Beatrix Potter. Because this story is very old fashion, it
was a wonderful opportunity for discussion about some of the strange words that were commonplace
in the era in which the book was written. If you have a child who is interested in language and
history, as well as the fanciful characters Miss Potter created, you will love dear Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle.
Shadowredeemer
I bought this little book to go with the Gund Mrs. Tiddy-Winkle plush animal. It's a lovely Beatrix
Potter story for hedgehog lovers and collectors alike and makes a great stocking stuffer for a child
and/or adult Potter aficionado.
Zodama
I just finished reading a Kindle book of the Complete Beatrix Potter. I had never heard of all the
other stories. My daughter loved Potter books and she loves hedgehogs. It was a no brainer to get
her this book, even though she is an adult. She loves it.
Thohelm
This is such a charming book. I have liked this book since the day my grandmother sat me on her lap
and read it to me. Now, I have a granddaughter who I read it to and now she is old enough to read it
herself. The yesterday I found her sitting in her little rocking chair, her Mrs Tiggy Winkle stuffed
animal in her lap, reading the story to her. This story is timeless and highly recommended.
This is an appalling copy of what should a be a beautiful classic book. It looks like its been run
through a poor quality photocopier, blurred out of focus illustrations, cheaply bound, sloppily put
together. I find it hard to believe the book is not counterfeit. AVOID. Should really stop selling this,
really makes me think twice about ordering books from Amazon in the future.
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